The origin and nature of CP violation is one of the most important questions in elementary particle physics, and studies of B meson decay are expected to be the key to understanding this phenomenon. Most B meson decay results come from experiments at e + e ? colliders, and this type of facility will play a major role in elucidating CP violation. I discuss the contributions toward understanding CP violation already made by studies of B decay at e + e ? colliders and prospects for the future. I emphasize the opportunities for studying CP violation and the challenges encountered in developing quantitative understanding of the measurements.
INTRODUCTION
The picture called the Standard Model (SM) has been extremely successful in accommodating all experimental results in elementary particle physics. However, the SM is incomplete because several essential elements of the SM are not explained by it:
the values of at least 18 fundamental parameters, the source of particle masses, and the origin and nature of CP violation. Sakharov 1] underscored the importance of CP violation by by showing that CP violation, baryon decay, and a non-equilibrium state are the three elements required to explain how the observed asymmetry between matter and antimatter developed in the Big Bang.
In this report I describe how studies of B meson decay at e + e ? colliders determine essential SM parameters and illuminate CP violation, and the how e + e ? colliders can contribute to understanding CP violation in the future.
Quark Decay in the Standard Model
It is well known that the the fundamental constituents of matter in the SM are 6 quarks and 6 leptons, arranged in 3 generations as illustrated in Fig. 1 . These fundamental particles interact via exchange of the gauge bosons: gluon g, photon , and the weak bosons W and Z. This report is primarily concerned with the weak decays of quarks, which occur via W emission.
Hadrons are bound states of the \mass eigenstates" of the quarks, in particular mesons are bound states of a quark and antiquark. However, these mass eigenstates are not the same as the \weak eigenstates" which couple to W with the same coupling constants as the For 3 generations the CKM matrix is described by 4 independent parameters 3] after unmeasurable quark phases are eliminated. These parameters can be chosen To be published in the Proceedings of Frontiers in Contemporary Physics { 1997 Vanderbilt University { Nashville, TN, May 12{16, 1997 1 to be 3 Euler angles and the phase angle of a complex number 4, 5] . Real coupling constants are required for CP conservation, so CP violation is introduced into the SM via a non-zero phase angle in the CKM matrix. An approximate parameterization due to Wolfenstein 6] Some CP violation asymmetries in B decay are proportional to sin (2 ) were is one of the angles, , , and of the unitarity triangle. Observing these asymmetries is very important because they would provide direct evidence of CP violation in the CKM matrix and the B meson system. Hence, measuring these angles is a principal goal of the program to study CP violation in B decay (see Sec. 7). In addition, these measurements could open a window on new physics beyond the SM because CP violating e ects outside of the CKM matrix 8] could lead to measured values of the three angles that do not sum to . Observing other types of CP violating e ects can lead to other insight into CP violation.
B Decay Experiments
Most current B decay results come from the e + e ? collider experiments whose data samples are given in Table 1 . Each of these experiments accepts and records essentially all of the b b events 1 produced during the detector live time. Many more b b events are produced in the CDF experiment at the Tevatron. However, only a small fraction of these events are recorded due to trigger restrictions. In selected decay channels the CDF data samples are signi cantly larger than those in any e + e ? collider experiment, and the CDF collaboration is making important contributions to B physics. However, CDF is not included in the Table because I 
B Meson Decay in the SM
The external spectator diagram, illustrated in Fig. 4 and the closely related internal spectator diagram 2 2 The internal spectator diagram is one in which the quarks at the upper W vertex hadronize with the quark at the lower W vertex and the spectator quark. Collectively these two types of diagrams are called tree level diagrams. There is no complete theory of hadronization and this introduces considerable theoretical ambiguities in the interpretation of data. Semileptonic decays 3 W ? !e and W ? ! are generally the most useful decays for measurements of CKM matrix elements, since they are easiest to understand and have smaller theoretical uncertainties than the purely hadronic decays. On the other hand, full reconstruction of semileptonic B decays is quite di cult due to the missing . Hadronization results in a very huge number of decay modes, so exclusive hadronic branching fractions are quite small, typically < 1%.
MEASURING B LIFETIMES
The rst measurements of b hadron lifetimes at PEP showed that they were on the order of 1 ps { much larger than had been expected. This led directly to the Wolfenstein approximation of the CKM matrix 6]. 
is used in determining jV cb j from measurements of inclusive semileptonic B decays (see Sec. 3.1). Fig. 7 . In addition to the theoretical interest, this ratio is important in measurements of B 0 B 0 mixing at the (4S) (Sec. 5).
The errors in B ? and B 0 are now small enough that other uncertainties dominate the systematic errors in measurements of CKM matrix elements.
MEASURING V cb
Measurement of jV cb j = A 2 determines the Wolfenstein parameter A which appears in three other CKM matrix elements V ub , V td , and V ts (Eq. (2)). As illustrated in Fig. 4 In principle all semileptonic decay channels are included in these models, but these models are inherently inclusive and do not provide estimates of branching fractions for individual exclusive channels. (7) The p`range in the CLEO ts was larger than the range in the ARGUS ts { CLEO used p`> 0:6 GeV and ARGUS used p`> 1:4 GeV. CLEO found that the ISGW model does not t the data well near p` 1 GeV { the data are systematically higher than the t. Con- : (8) The semileptonic widths (for , as well as e and ) are quite well known, but they account for only about 25% of ? b , and the width for rare hadronic and leptonic decays ? rare is quite small. Hence, if a solution is to be found, it must be found in the hadronic width ? had .
The least well-understood contribution to ? had is ?(b ! c cs) and there is theoretical speculation 17, 40] 
Heavy Quark E ective Theory
HQET is an e ective theory based on Heavy Quark Symmetry (HQS), an approximate symmetry 56,57] of systems with a light quark (q) bound to a heavyquark (Q). HQS is due to the fact that QCD dynamics are independent of the heavy quark mass and spin experimental program is accurate measurement of (w). 
Summary of jV cb j Measurements
Measurements of jV cb j using the di erent techniques are summarized in Fig. 12 . The agreement among the measurements is excellent, but I do not believe that the correlations among the systematic errors and the theoretical uncertainties are su ciently well understood to justify quoting the small error that results from a naive average. For the value of jV cb j, I will use jV cb j = (39:5 2:0) 10 ?3 . The central value comes from an average of the measurements, but the error is my estimate of the overall uncertainties at this time.
MEASURING V ub
Establishing that V ub is nonzero was very important because all CKM matrix elements must be nonzero in order for the SM to accommodate CP Violation. In addition, V ub = A 3 ( ? i ), so jV ub j provides an important constraint on the the parameters and in the Wolfenstein approximation of the CKM matrix. In particular, jV ub =( V cb )j is the length of one side of the unitarity triangle (Fig. 3) and the phase of V ub is the angle . However, measuring jV ub j is very di cult because jV ub j < jV cb j if j j < 1 and j j < 1, so B( B ! X u` ) is on the order of a percent of B( B ! X c` ). Information on jV ub j comes from measurements of leptons in the inclusive p`spectrum above the B ! X c` endpoint from 7 by as much as a factor of 2 { 3. However, the experimental errors in the earlier measurements are large enough to accommodate the CLEO II result. Since the CLEO II measurement has substantially smaller experimental errors, the earlier results are not included in this report.
In order to extract jV ub j, a theoretical model for the fraction of the p`spectrum in this window must be used to extrapolate the observed branching fraction to B( B ! X u` ) for the entire p`range. Then u is used to determine jV ub j following 8 Eq. (6). The di culties with using models to determine jV cb j described in Sec. 3 are present in this analysis and are even more serious due to the small fraction of the ps pectrum used. The ACCMM 20] and ISGW2 25] models were used in the analysis as well as the KS 24] and WSB 23] models. Again, the form-factor models describe u as a sum over exclusive channels, u = u ( ` )+ u (( ; !)` )+ u (res` )+ u (nonres` ), where \res" and \nonres" denote higher mass resonances and non resonant states without c quarks, respectively. The KS and WSB form factor models models are useful even though they do not consider states beyond the ` and ` states since these states should dominate in the p`window used. There is reasonable agreement among the results, summarized in Fig. 13 , from these models.
Although the exclusive ` and ( ; !)` nal states are expected to dominate in this window, the u quark produced in b ! u` is moving very rapidly with respect to the spectator antiquark in the B meson.
This suggests that fragmentation to multiparticle states could be important 67] (also see Refs. 25] and 68]). 7 A. Silverman has pointed out that if experimental groups are searching for a nal state with a small branching fraction, it would not be surprising if the rst observation(s) would be due to an upward uctuation in the number of signal or background events. Some refer to this possibility as the \discovery bias". 8 This procedure di ers somewhat from those originally used and improves consistency among measurements and models 66]. 
is the experimental error and the second error is an estimate of the model uncertainty. This average is in excellent agreement with the inclusive measurements.
MEASURING V td
Measuring jV td j provides another constraint on CKM matrix elements since V td = A 3 (1 ? ? i ) and jV td =( V cb )j is the length of the second non-trivial side of the unitarity triangle (Fig. 3 ). It will be very difcult, if not impossible, to measure jV td j directly in t decay because jV td j is very small compared to jV tb j 1 and t events are so complicated.
On the other hand, the rate of B 0 B 0 mixing (conversion of B 0 to B 0 and vice versa) is sensitive to V td . This is due to the factor of V 2 td in the amplitudes of the \box diagrams", illustrated in Fig. 15 , which are responsible for B 0 B 0 mixing. Fig. 16 . To enhance signals, a number of other avor tags in addition to` are used. The labels used in Fig. 16 are described in more detail in Table 3 . 
STATUS OF THE { PLANE
The measurements of jV cb j, jV ub j, and jV td j described in the previous sections can be used to constrain the location of the upper vertex in the unitarity triangle (Fig. 3) . The values of these CKM matrix elements used and their uncertainties are summarized in Table 5 The regions in the { plane de ned by these measurements is illustrated in Fig. 17 . These measurements are consistent with j j > 0, so the SM can accommodate CP violation. However, j j = 0 is not excluded, especially when it is understood that theoretical uncertainties, which are very di cult to bound, dominate the widths of the acceptable regions. FIGURE 17. The { plane de ned by the measurements given in Table 5 . The limits are nominally where the errors have been added in quadrature.
In addition to the B physics measurements described here, the hyperbolic bounds in Fig. 17 
Future Experimental Progress
Over the next several years measurements of the type described here will become much more precise with the substantially larger data samples that will be provided by new and upgraded e + e ? collider facilities now under construction (see Sec. 8). The interaction between experiment and theory will likely lead to re nements of form factor models describing exclusive channels in B ! X c` and B ! X u` decay and possibly to an experimental measurement of f B from B + ! + .
To see how this experimental progress might be achieved, note that > 10 events may be possible. Experiments with these data samples could lead to substantially reduced model sensitivity for measurements of jV cb j and jV ub j, by being able to measure the inclusive B ! X c` spectrum and exclusive B ! D ( )` decays with precision, and being able to measure inclusive and exclusive B ! X u` decays over much of the p`spectrum. In addition, it may be possible to measure the X u mass spectrum which provides another handle on jV ub j 82].
Future Theoretical Progress
No matter how successful the experimental program will be, values of jV cb j, jV ub j, and jV td j will still be sensitive to theoretical parameters { c and u for inclusive semileptonic decays, F (1) and F(1) for exclusive semileptonic decays, and B B for B 0 B 0 mixing. However, due to the progress made so far in measuring CKM matrix elements in B decay and the new B facilities on the horizon, there is substantial interest in improving the theoretical contributions to measurements of these parameters. Table 6 provides some guesses for the possible improvement in theoretical uncertainties. Figure 18 illustrates the regions in the { plane that would be obtained with theoretical uncertainties in the Optimistic line in Table 6 and the central values given in Table 5 . Clearly the apex of the unitarity triangle would be very well constrained if uncertainties can be reduced to this level FIGURE 18 . The { plane with the central values given in Table 5 and the Optimistic theoretical uncertainties given in Table 6 (18) It is clear that for a 6 = 0 we need: A 1 6 = 0, A 2 6 = 0, CP 6 = 0, and ST 6 = 0. This is illustrated geometrically in Fig. 19 
Interference of CP Violation with Mixing
A particularly important mode of observing CP violation is to use B 0 B 0 mixing 10 to produce the second phase 8, 85] in Eq. (18) as illustrated in Fig. 20 . When f is a CP eigenstate (f = f) and B 0 ! f is dominated by a single amplitude, the theoretical interpretation of this type of CP violation is particularly simple. In this case, 10 This topic is included in this article so that it is reasonably self contained, even though some of the material is covered in another report at this conference 84]. the CP asymmetry a is given by a = sin (2 ) where is an angle of the CP triangle. There are essentially no theoretical uncertainties if the decay proceeds via a single tree-level diagram (see Fig. 4 ). Some particularly popular decay modes of this type are given in Table 7 . It is important to emphasize that this method works well only if the B decay is dominated by a single tree level diagram. (2 )] (20) where is one of the angles of the unitarity triangle. In order to measure we need to know if the particle was a B 0 or a B 0 at t = 0. This can be accomplished by tagging the avor of the other B at the time it decays, using decays to avor-speci c (e.g., leptonic) tagging modes.
For coherent B 0 B 0 states, C is an important factor. The coherent B 0 B 0 state with C = 1 is,
where B L is the B traveling to the left and B R is the one traveling to the right. This leads to time-dependent asymmetries a(t; t 0 ) = sin m(t t 0 )] sin (2 ); (22) where t is the time at which one B decays to a avor speci c mode and t 0 is the time at which the other decays to a CP eigenstate f. The B 0 B 0 pairs produced at the (4S) have have C = ?1, so the asymmetry a(t; t 0 ) = sin m(t ? t 0 )] sin(2 ) and the time integral of the asymmetry is zero. Hence, in order to observe this type of CP asymmetry, the detector must be able to measure t and t 0 with good resolution. As mentioned in Sec. 1.3, B mesons produced from an (4S) at rest are quite slow, so the decay length is very short and measuring decay time di erences on the order of B is very di cult 86]. This is the reason for constructingthe asymmetric e + e ? colliders 87] (asymmetric B Factories), PEP-II and KEK-B, whose beams have quite di erent laboratory energies. Accurate measurement of and using interference with mixing is a principal goal of these facilities. However, measuring this way will be very di cult because the the B 0 s mass di erence is large so the oscillations are very fast and hard to observe. Other strategies for measuring are described in Sec. 7.4.
Strategies for Measuring and
Estimating the number of B B events required to measure or using B 0 B 0 mixing requires a more Table 8 is almost certainly too small because it is unlikely that the amplitude for for B 0 ! + ?
decay is dominated by a single decay diagram. In this case, both the external spectator and penguin diagrams (see Sec. 7.5) are expected to contribute signi cantly.
Isospin analysis 92] of all charge states for B ! decay can be used to sort out the two contributions and measure . However, \electroweak penguin diagrams" may also contribute to B ! decay, thereby introducing further complications 93] in determining .
Some Strategies for Measuring
Since measuring using B 0 s B 0 s decays will be very di cult, if not impossible, a number of other strategies are being devised to measure this angle. This is a very active eld at the moment, so I will describe a few of these ideas and indicate some of their limitations. (27) A(B + ! D 0 K + ) = j aje i (28) A(B + ! D 0 K + ) = jaje i e +i (29) 14 where and are strong interaction phases and is the phase of V ub = + i = j + i je i and an angle of the unitarity triangle (Fig. 3) .
However, since interference is needed to measure , P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P and KEK-B { designed to operate in the (4S) energy region and dedicated to B physics, are under construction with completion scheduled before the end of the decade. CESR is (and will remain) a symmetric collider, while the other two are asymmetric in order to be able to address the physics topics described in Sec. 7.3.
Since the number of B B events required for CP violation studies is very large, the luminosities produced by these facilities is a dominating factor in design considerations.
The number of B mesons produced at the (4S) by a collider with luminosity L(t) is N B = 2 (4S) R L(t)dt: (38) While luminosity is determined by collider technology, the cross section, (4S) 1 nb, is determined primarily by particle physics, with some dependence on the is not as easy as it might seem. These parameters are linked and limited by the e ects listed in Table 9 . Wake elds are the electromagnetic elds generated by the image currents in the walls of the vacuum chamber as e + or e ? bunches pass. Short-term wake elds are elds from the head of a bunch that interact with the tail of the same bunch and limit N, while longterm wake elds are wake elds from one bunch that interact with later bunches and limit f c N. The two beams interact with each other when they collide and this (beam-beam) interaction limits N=A. Synchrotron radiation background in the detector limits the strength of quadrupole focusing magnets near the interaction region (IR), which limits A. Finally, f c is limited by the problem of separating the bunches at the IR so that there are no unnecessary parasitic collisions of bunches near the IR that would increase the beam-beam interaction and limit N=A. The separation and long-term wake eld problems appear to be the easiest to control, so the strategy for increasing CESR luminosity is to increase f c by increasing the number of e + and e ? bunches and by dealing with the parasitic interactions at the IR.
The main technical challenges that drive the design are the following: backgrounds in the experiment, separating the beams at all collision points except one at the IR, minimizing the beam-beam interaction, designing vacuum chambers and RF cavities to minimize wakeelds, and achieving an excellent vacuum to increase beam lifetimes and reduce detector backgrounds.
Another expression for L is more useful because it (In applying this formula to asymmetric e + e ? colliders, accelerator parameters are adjusted to make IE= V the same for both beams. This reduces uncertainties in the dynamics of asymmetric colliders.) The manner in which these parameters are adjusted for the phases of the CESR upgrade are indicated in Table 10 . Currently Phase II has been completed and work is underway on Phase III. A more optimistic estimate of Phase III luminosity comes from assuming that it will be possible to reach the best value achieved for each parameter in routine operation; this giveŝ L = 3 10 33 . This estimate is not outrageous since tune shifts V 0:045 a factor of 1.5 above the V in Table 10 are now routinely achieved in CESR. have been made to achieve high luminosity at the different facilities. However, the common factors are large values of n b and the very large currents, of order 1 A, that are required. Achieving these currents is very difcult due to beam induced load on the vacuum system, the required power level of the RF accelerating system, and interactions of the beams with the RF system.
Phase III of CESR involves a number of upgrades (including installation of superconducting RF cavities) to the current collider. In CESR, luminosity ( V ) destroying parasitic collisions in the ring are avoided by inducing betatron oscillations (\pretzel orbits") with opposite signs for the e + and e ? beams. These oscillations are tailored to reach their maxima at the points where the beams would otherwise collide in the rest of the ring. The number of such bunches is limited by the number of betatron oscillations or tune that can achieved. However, the RF wavelength is much shorter than the betatron wavelength, so a \train" of bunches can t into one betatron maximum. Currently Phase II operates with 9 trains of 2 bunches. At the IR the beams cross at a small angle 2 mrad to avoid parasitic interactions near the IR of the bunches in a train.
In addition, the luminosity goals of Phase III requires the following: operation with 9 trains with 5 bunches, 4 single-cell superconducting RF cavities to handle the increased total beam current and minimize wake eld problems. Combined superconducting and rare earth nal focusing quadrupoles, a new beam pipe, better masking of synchrotron radiation and particles scattered out of the beam, a number of targeted vacuum improvements, and a transverse multibunch feedback system to reduce long-term wake eld e ects. Simultaneously a number of CLEO detector upgrades are underway: a vertex detector with 4 layers of double-sided silicon, an new central drift chamber, RICH counters for better high-momentum particle identi cation (K ? separation), and an improved DAQ system for faster readout. The improved K ? separation is crucial for searches for direct CP violation in avor-speci c B decays (Sec. 7.5), such as B 0 ! K + ? . Installation of the new CESR and CLEO components is scheduled for late 1998 and early 1999.
It is very di cult to increase the betatron wavelength in CESR to go much beyond 9 trains or to increase the number of bunches in a train much above 5. Hence, in order to increase n b substantially, some other method of separating the beams at parasitic crossing points must be found. The most straight forward way to accomplish this is to construct a collider with separate vacuum chambers for the e + and e ? beams. There is now an idea 105] for how to build a dual aperture collider with very small and inexpensive magnets in the CESR tunnel. Possible parameters leading toL = 3 10 34 are listed as Phase IV in Table 10 . Currently R&D is underway to determine the feasibility of such a project.
CONCLUSIONS
Experiments at e + e ? colliders have made signi cant progress in measuring the CKM matrix elements jV cb j, jV ub j, and jV td j. These results suggest that the Wolfenstein parameter is greater than 0, so the Standard Model can accommodate CP violation. These measurements are also in accord with the region in the ? plane determined by the CP violation parameter K in K 0 L decay.
The PEP-II and KEKB B Factories now under construction will be able to measure CP violation with mixing in a number of particular B decay modes. The experimental groups should be able to measure the angle of the unitarity triangle, and may be able to measure if problems with penguin contributions to B 0 ! + ? can be controlled. A number of techniques for measuring without observing time dependence of B decay using combinations of measurable branching fractions have been proposed. These measurements will require very large data samples in order to sort out the decay amplitudes involved. A Phase IV upgrade of CESR that could provide these very large B decay samples is being studied.
Providing e + e ? colliders with su cient luminosity to address these topics is a major technical challenge, but there is every reason to believe that these goals are achievable. Close collaboration of accelerator physicists with their experimental and theoretical particle physics colleagues can open the door to a real understanding the phenomenon of CP violation.
